HOW TO MEASURE
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME
EFFECTIVENESS

INTRODUCTION
Education and training providers delivering apprenticeships strive to deliver high-quality
programmes that are designed to meet the needs of learners and employers. They will be aware of
the Institute for Apprenticeship’s Quality Statement which sets out that providers need to
demonstrate they have:
“A challenging and stretching training and learning programme developed and delivered with
the active involvement of the employer(s), which uses a range of effective on and off the job
training methods as well as work itself”
(What is a Quality Apprenticeship - Institute for Apprenticeships
https://www.instituteforapprenticeships.org/quality/what-is-a-quality-apprenticeship/)
Providers also need to deliver to OfSTED’s Inspection Framework which provides guidance on what
inspectors will expect to see when they visit a provider. One of OfSTED's key judgements is:
“Inspectors will determine whether apprentices acquire that knowledge effectively so that
they demonstrate the required skills and behaviours that enable them to complete their
apprenticeships, contribute to their workplace and fulfil their career aims through progress to
their intended job roles or other sustained employment, promotion or, where appropriate, a
move to a higher level of apprenticeship or qualification.”
(Further education and skills inspection handbook 2019 - OfSTED
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment
_data/file/770937/Further_education_and_skills_draft_handbook_140119.pdf)
With this in mind, providers need to consider how they will demonstrate the effectiveness of their
apprenticeship programmes.
ASSESSING PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS
Assessing programme effectiveness is not just about being “inspection ready”. It has much more
purpose as it ensures that programmes are delivered to a consistently high standard and that
apprentices are gaining the right levels of skills and knowledge to help them progress in their
chosen careers.
Apprentices and employers are the main beneficiaries of the programme assessment. However,
delivery staff and leadership teams will also benefit from this process as they will be able to
identify improvements and supplementary course offerings.
Programme effectiveness assessment has a number of benefits for providers:
●
●
●
●

It identifies aspects of the apprenticeship programme a curriculum that are successful and
those that need to be improved.
It assesses the effectiveness of apprentices’ learning and development
It enables providers to ensure that apprenticeship programmes are regularly reviewed.
It will support providers OfSTED inspection planning activities.
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What is the purpose of the information?
Planning, design and management of a curriculum is a constant process. It enables providers to
make improvements to:
●
●
●
●
●

Programme design
Programme delivery
Assessment of learners
Course content
Staff development

What are the benefits of programme assessment?
There has to be a benefit for providers to undertake programme assessment. As stated, it is not
just about being ‘inspection ready’. Providers will benefit from programme assessment:
●
●
●
●
●
●

When they conduct programme assessment as a continuous activity
It is used in self-assessment and continual improvement
When outcome measures are robustly assessed
When findings are added to action plans and staff work on these
When there is collaboration between staff
When the end result is of benefit to learners and employers

Since the introduction of Apprenticeship Standards, providers now have clear programme
outcomes that need to be delivered and measured. Standards are made up of defined Knowledge,
Skills and Behaviours outcomes. They state what the learner needs to know and understand, what
they should be able to competently do in the workplace and what personal qualities they should
demonstrate.
When delivering an apprenticeship standard programme, providers need to ask the fundamental
question….
“how are we going to deliver the outcomes and how are we going to measure and
demonstrate how successful we have been in this?”
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DEVELOPING AN APPRENTICESHIP STANDARD PROGRAMME
What providers need to consider when delivering apprenticeship standard programmes is the
curriculum intent, implementation and impact.
In the curriculum design process, providers will need to consider:
●
●
●
●
●

What is going to be taught, how will it be taught and how will it be scheduled over the
course of the apprenticeship
How are learners going to acquire the necessary knowledge, skills and behaviours?
How will learners be supported in their progression and are they being provided with
knowledge and skills which will benefit them in the future?
What elements of the programme give learners transferable skills and knowledge?
How are the apprentices existing skills and knowledge going to be built on?

IDENTIFYING PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In order to be able to review the success of their programmes, providers will first need to
determine what the performance measures are for each outcome. This should be a four-step
process; state what will be delivered or what the apprentices will need to do, identify the measure
type that will be used, define the performance benchmark and finally schedule when the outcome
will be implemented.

What types of measures can providers use?
There is a wide range of performance measures that providers can use, such as:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Grades achieved by learners on assessed work
Observations
Surveys
Exams
Interviews
Products or work
Portfolio submissions
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REVIEWING PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Performance measures need to be reviewed on at least an annual basis. Where apprenticeship
providers run rolling programmes they will need to determine a suitable cut off point for their
reviews.
The review process should follow the format of:

The review of the performance measures has to have a purpose in the improvement of the
curriculum. Each performance measure needs to be worked through and staff need to add their
findings and recommendations.
Where findings need to improved then the reviewers should add this to a programme action plan.
The action plan is the key document to making improvements to the curriculum and overall
delivery.
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HOW DOES STEDFAST SUPPORT MEASURING PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS?
Stedfast has been designed to plan and measure programme effectiveness and support providers
in the design and management of curriculums.
1.

Outcomes Assessment Module

The outcomes assessment module is designed to conduct any type of review in an organisation
that involves meeting objectives and outcomes.
This is not limited to just apprenticeship programmes. Providers are also able to conduct self
assessment reporting, strategic planning and accreditation reviews.
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Working with Outcomes & Measures
Each programme is made up of outcomes. These do not need to be limited to just the
apprenticeship standard. Providers can also add additional outcomes such as maths, English,
Prevent, Safeguarding etc
Outcomes then need to have one or more measures, ie:
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Adding Measures
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Creating Review Cycles
Once the outcomes have been added and the measures identified, the plan owner can then set up
review cycles. These will typically be one-year cycles but can be shorter or longer depending on the
provider requirements.
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Adding Findings
Each measure is allocated to a member of staff making the review process collaborative. Staff will
add their findings and recommendations. The assessment plan lead is able to access theses and
edit or delete them as necessary.
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Adding Actions
Staff are then able to add actions against each of the findings:
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2.

Curriculum Planning Module

To meet the challenges of the new OfSTED Inspection Framework 2019, the Curriculum Planning
module has been added to Stedfast.
This supports staff in planning programme curriculums and demonstrating intent, implementation
and impact.
Creating a Curriculum Plan
Staff begin by creating an assessment plan. A 20% off the job training recording feature has also
been added to support planning for this.
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Adding Curriculum Activities
The key feature in the curriculum planning module is the activity planner. Providers can decide if
they want to create curriculum plans based on units, modules, courses, themes, topics, workshops
etc
In this example, the curriculum has been created around standalone modules and topic workshops:
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Adding an activity
Adding a curriculum activity is a three-step process:
Step 1
Explain what the activity is, when will it be scheduled to be delivered and will it require Learning,
Practice and/or Assessment.

Step 2
Identify the outcomes that the activity will cover - these are directly linked to the outcomes
assessment plan.
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Step 3
Add the delivery details for learning, practice and assessment depending on what has been
selected in Step 1. Staff are also able to add resource documents, lesson plans, powerpoints,
handouts etc.
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20% Off the Job Training
In the Stedfast Curriculum Planning module there is a useful feature for providers to plan their 20%
off the job training.
This is added after an activity has been created. Providers are able to add the number of expected
learning hours against the scheduled weeks or months that has been set for the activity and
against the learning, practice or assessment activities, again, dependent on has been selected.
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Accessing Stedfast
Providers who are interested in Stedfast can contact us via the website h
 ttps://stedfast.io
We run online demos for providers who would like to see the features.
For users of Stedfast, we run on boarding sessions for the system admin and there are
comprehensive support pages.
Other Modules in Stedfast
●
●
●
●

Staff Performance Management
CPD Management
Policy and Procedure Management
Risk Assessment
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